
Check out our new poem! Over the next few weeks, scholars will study
the poem, My Shadow. We will practice reciting the poem with rhythm
and great expression and will recite the poem on Thursday, Jan. 26th.
Boys will memorize stanzas 1 & 3, and girls will memorize stanzas 2 &
4, and together our class will present the poem. When practicing, it
may help to allow your scholar to recite their part while you recite the
other. Scholars will be graded on volume, memorization (of their
required stanzas), enunciation, clarity, rhythm, and expression. We will
discuss the poem’s meaning in class and review the comprehension
questions attached. Please allow your scholar to complete (using their
neatest penmanship) and return the comprehension questions on Jan.
26th.

My Shadow





My Shadow
Answer the following questions using complete sentences.

1. Who is the author of the poem?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

2. How many stanzas are there?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

3. Why does the shadow jump before the boy when he is getting into bed?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

4. The author of this poem was a very sickly child who was often confined
to bed. He could not run or jump or play outdoors as much as other
children. However, he had a great imagination. How does the boy's big
leap in the illustration reflect his imagination?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

5. What shoots up taller than an India-rubber ball?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Name: _______________         Date:________



My Shadow
Answer the following questions using complete sentences.

6. In the last stanza, why was the shadow not outside with the boy?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

7. Are you more likely to see a shadow on a cloudy, rainy, or sunny day?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

*FYI 
What does nursie mean?
When Robert Louis Stevenson wrote this poem, some families had a nanny
or a"nurse" to help care for the children. 

*Just for fun Try acting out the poem!


